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1. The main drivers of renewal in clinical practice are:

 A Biotechnological advances  B Gene replacement therapy
 C Collaborative team approach  D Patient-centred approach
 E All of the above

2. They key to better hypertension management is:

 A Home-monitoring and trust in patient’s self-management  B Better understanding of variability
 C Use of 24hr ambulatory monitoring  D Setting appropriate targets
 E Allowing for white-coat hypertension’s role in self-monitoring  F A B, C and D
 G All of the above

3. In diabetes care, if HbA1c is above 9% at diagnosis, therapy should start with:

 A Metformin only  B An SGLT-2 inhibitor  C A combination of oral medication

4. If HbA1c is above 10% at diagnosis, therapy should commence with:

 A Insulin  B GLP-1 agonist  C Metformin and SGLT-2 inhibitor

5. In South Africa, the age-standardised death rates for NCD are higher than those of HIV/AIDS and TB combination.

 A True  B False

6. Which of the following proinflammatory cytokines provoke endothelial dysfunction?

 A Interleukin-1  B Tumour necrosis factor  C Both of the above

7. Low-grade inflammation, so-called para-inflammation with mildly raised CRP, represents a useful target for therapeutic intervention as a CV risk factor.

 A True  B False

8. Which of the following is false? An inflammasome is:

 A A macrophage  B A multi-protein molecule within a macrophage
 C Activated by oxidised LDL and cholesterol crystals  D The key modulator of interleukin (IL)-1 cytokine production

9. Raised hsCRP indicative of low-grade inflammation is seen when hsCRP is:

 A >10mg/l  B ≥2-3mg/L

10. Treatment with low-dose colchicine (0.5mg daily) has been shown to reduce acute coronary syndromes and out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.

 A True  B False

11. Rosuvastatin has been shown to reduce hsCRP by:

 A 20%  B 30%  C 40%

12. HearScreen is a South African innovation in screening for hearing loss currently being researched in low income urban environments in South Africa;  
an accompanying diagnostic version is being developed, known as:

 A HearX  B HearTest

13. Point of Care tests:

 A Improve turnaround time in the diagnosis of many conditions e.g. HIV, TB and malaria
 B Improve patient satisfaction
 C Improve clinical outcomes
 D All of the above

14. Laboratory and pathology services are undergoing revolutionary change:

 A By extending genetic tests  B By providing a faster service
 C By integrating data points  D All of the above

15. Gene MD is a screening test for proteins that are important in:

 A Drug metabolism  B Risk management  C Both of the above
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